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La théorie des probabilités n’est au fond
que le bon sens réduit au calcul

P. S. Laplace (1814)

1 Introduction

The study of medicine, zoology, geography, astronomy, and of sculpture and
music goes back thousands of years; and this applies also — and in particular
— to mathematics. As a field of study, mathematics is at least 5000 years old
and reached a high point in the third century BC with Euclid of Alexandria
and Archimedes of Syracuse. Primary school children learn mathematics
through counting, then adding and multiplying, then simple equations like
x+2 = 5, and this develops into high-school and undergraduate mathematics
in a perfectly natural way.2

In contrast, probability theory is a young science. It originated from the
need to calculate the odds in games of chance, but although the Greeks pre-
sumably played games of chance (according to mythology, both Hermes and
Pan gambled), there is no record of any mathematical analysis of gambling
and odds until the sixteenth century. A gambler may wish to know how many
times he needs to throw with one die so that the probability of obtaining 6
at least once exceeds 50%. Cardano (1501–1575) thought the answer was
three (in fact, the answer is four). Or: if we throw with two fair dice, how
many times do we need to throw so that the probability of obtaining at least
one double-6 exceeds 50%. The Chevalier de Méré (1607–1684) thought that
he needed 24 throws. This problem has become famous because it intrigued
Blaise Pascal (1623–1662) and Pierre de Fermat (1601–1665), and the solu-
tion (25 throws) is contained in a letter of Pascal to Fermat dated July 29,
1654. These two examples show how eminent mathematicians struggled with
problems that we now find quite trivial. Probability theory begins with Pas-
cal, Fermat, and Christiaan Huygens (1629–1695), and we place its birth year
at 1654; see Kahneman (2011) and Tijms (2021) for examples and historical
details of early and current pitfalls in probability.

While probability theory is a young science, mathematical statistics is
much younger and we place its birth year at 1809. In statistics and econo-

2One would think that kids, after learning how to add and multiply, then learn subtrac-
tion and division, in that order. But this is not so. In most countries, kids learn fractions
at primary school, but not negative numbers. So they can solve 1/3 + 1/4 but not 2− 5.
This is because ratios are closer to daily life and common sense than negative numbers.
You can cut an apple in two halves, but what does it mean to take away two apples when
there is only one apple on the table?
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metrics we speak about “least squares” as if this were one concept, but in fact
it has two quite distinct meanings. We can think of least squares as a method
of approximation (as Legendre did in 1805) or as a method of estimation (as
Gauss did in 1809 and 1823). Legendre simply wanted to draw the best line
through a given set of points and he defined “best” as the minimum of the
sum of squared deviations. No randomness enters in Legendre’s approach.
In contrast, Gauss studied an estimation problem. In his 1809 monograph
he studied the linear model y = Xβ + u where the ui are independent and
identically distributed with mean zero and common variance. Instead of as-
suming a normal distribution on the ui and then showing that the maximum
likelihood estimator is equal to the least squares formula, Gauss asked the
opposite question: what distribution is required so that the resulting maxi-
mum likelihood estimator is given by the least-squares formula? This is not
an easy question to answer and Gauss had to make several rather heroic as-
sumptions before he arrived at the normal distribution. Gauss needed these
strong assumptions because he wanted to show that normality of the error
distribution is sufficient and necessary. But it is only sufficient. Nevertheless
Gauss showed in 1809 that the maximum likelihood estimator of β in the
linear model under normality is given by the least-squares formula.3 Not
completely happy with his assumptions, Gauss considered the same model
again in 1823. This time he asked a different question, namely: which linear
unbiased estimator has the smallest variance? The answer is what we now
call the Gauss–Markov theorem.

Probability theory and statistics are generally considered difficult fields.
Of course, other fields, for example physics or law, are also difficult, but the
difficulty in dealing with random variables seems to be of a different nature.
When we start an undergraduate degree in physics or law we already have
some basic understanding of the subject. But dealing with variables which do
not take specific values (as in algebra), but rather follow some probabilistic
law — this requires a new way of thinking, and our mind is apparently not
very well equipped for this task.

Why not? Maybe because probability and statistics are such young fields.
Durbin (1985, 1988) attempted a Darwinian approach arguing that we ac-
quired just enough thinking capacity to ensure survival as primitive hominids
millennia ago, which would explain why we can do mathematics as well as
we can, but not probability theory. But why wouldn’t we have needed some
knowledge of risk and probability to survive?

3Gauss’ analysis is discussed in detail in Magnus (2021), where it is shown that —
contrary to what most historical commentators write — Gauss’ treatment is correct within
his self-imposed framework.
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Suppose you are poisoned in the jungle and the only way to save yourself is to
lick a special kind of frog. Only the female of that species will do; licking the
male frog doesn’t help. The male and female frogs look identical and appear
with equal probabilities. The only difference is that the male frogs sometimes
emit a distinctive croak. You spot a frog in front of you, but then you hear
a croaking sound behind you. You turn around and spot two frogs there.
There’s only time to run to one side. Which way should you run?

Surely our ancestors would have been much helped in their survival if they
could solve this and similar puzzles, which even today cause controversy
among non-probabilists.4

Another possible explanation is provided by the idea of “morphic reso-
nance” (Sheldrake, 1995). When laboratory rats have learned a new maze,
rats elsewhere seem to learn it more easily. How can this happen? Per-
haps because some form of “collective consciousness” has descended among
all rats. This is not a phenomenon that conventional scientific theories can
explain, and it remains a precarious argument, easily dismissed as magi-
cal thinking and pseudo-science. It is related to Carl Jung’s (1936) idea
that “there exists a second psychic system of a collective, universal, and
impersonal nature which is identical in all individuals”. Jung calls this the
“collective unconscious”.

An easier explanation and less precarious may be how we educate our
children. While arithmetic and mathematics are basic school subjects, this
is not the case for probability theory and statistics. Most children learn
nothing about these subjects, and if they do it is mostly in the form of some
simple tricks which do not lead to thinking like a probabilist.

What is worse is that common sense and probabilistic and statistical
theory often diverge, and this is the subject of the current paper. In the quote
at the top of this paper, Laplace (1814, p. 273) states that “probability theory
is au fond nothing but common sense reduced to calculus”. This may be so,
but “common sense” is not a static but a dynamic concept. What is common
sense now was not common sense a few hundred years ago, and what is not
common sense today may be common sense sometime in the future. Some
of the problems and misunderstandings that baffled such minds as Pascal,
Fermat, and Leibniz no longer baffle even non-probabilists today. But, at the
same time, there are many seemingly simple questions that today even people

4The frog in front you has a sample space (M,F ) and hence the probability of a female
frog is 1/2. The two frogs behind you have a sample space (MM,MF,FM,FF ), but the
additional information (the croak) reduces this to (MM,MF,FM). Hence the probability
of at least one female frog is 2/3 and so you should run to the two frogs behind you.
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with quantitative skills find hard to solve. And, even if they can solve such
problems, they may find the outcomes counter-intuitive and unacceptable.
We shall see examples of this divergence between theory and common sense
as we proceed.

In 1905 Einstein published his special relativity theory about the struc-
ture of spacetime, which led to many counter-intuitive consequences. For
example, two events, simultaneous for one observer, may not be simultane-
ous for another observer if the observers are in relative motion; or: moving
clocks tick more slowly than an observer’s stationary clock; or: objects are
shortened in the direction that they are moving with respect to the observer.
But, even though most of us don’t fully understand these things, we don’t
find them counter-intuitive any more. Somehow they have sunk into col-
lective consciousness. Strangely enough, the laws of probability, especially
conditional probability, have only sunk into our collective consciousness to a
small degree. One of the purposes of the current paper is to investigate the
degree of collective consciousness.

As a thread through the paper are ten questions from a survey we con-
ducted among students at Osaka University in Japan. In Section 2 we ex-
plain the survey design. In Section 3 we establish the student’s background
in probability theory and test some basic quantitative ability. We discuss
unconditional probabilities in Section 4 and conditional probabilities in Sec-
tion 5. Then, turning to statistical issues, we discuss prediction in Section 6,
prediction intervals in Section 7, and testing in Section 8. In Section 9 we
investigate to which extent a background in probability theory helps to an-
swer the questions posed in the survey, and we distinguish between males
and females, undergraduates and postgraduates, field of study, the order of
asking the questions, and cognitive ability. Section 10 concludes.

2 Survey design

An online survey was conducted between July 27th and July 30th, 2021 by the
Experimental Economic Laboratory of the Institute of Social and Economic
Research (ISER) at Osaka University. The survey employed a web-based
online recruitment system, specifically designed for organizing economic ex-
periments, called ORSEE (Greiner, 2015). We invited 415 students from
Osaka University (both undergraduates and postgraduates) who had pre-
viously participated in other online experiments, so that we know some of
their individual characteristics from these previous experiments (Hanaki et
al., 2021). On July 27 each student received an email with an invitation to
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participate and an individually customized link to the survey site. Students
were asked to fill out the questionnaire by July 30. They had one hour to
answer all the questions after accessing the site.5

Of the 415 students, 350 students completed the survey. One student
completed the survey twice (which was only possible by using two different
browsers); he/she is only counted once. This leaves 349 students.

The survey contained ten questions plus one “attention-verification” ques-
tion (in the middle of the survey), as follows:

Question 0: What is the likelihood of obtaining head in a throw of a fair
coin? Please select “(A) 1” so that we know you are paying attention.

(A) 1, (B) 1/2, (C) 1/4, (D) 1/6.

Nine students did not answer (A) and these have been excluded.6 This leaves
us with 340 “clean” responses for analysis: 96% Japanese students versus 4%
foreign students, 69% undergraduates versus 31% postgraduates, and 61%
men versus 39% women.

Students enrolled in a variety of faculties, which we label as

STE: Science, Technology, and Engineering;

Med: Medicine (incl. public health, biology, dentistry, pharmaceutical);

HS: Humanities and Social Science (incl. literature, foreign languages, law,
international public policy, economics).

The distribution of the students in our sample over the faculties was as
follows:

STE Med HS Total
Undergraduate 85 35 116 236
Postgraduate 51 24 29 104
Total 136 59 145 340

The 11 questions are numbered 0–10. In order to minimize possible ordering
effects, we prepared two versions of the questionnaire. In the first version
the order of the questions is 1, 4, 5, 2, 3, 0, 6, 8, 9, 7, 10. In the second
version the order is reversed: 10, 7, . . . , 1. Allocation to the participants was
random.

5The hour includes the time required to read the consent form and agreeing to it.
6Of course, the “correct” answer is (B), so there is a possibility that those who answered

(B) had not read or understood the instruction. But we excluded them anyway.
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The questions fall into different categories. In Question 1 we ask about the
student’s background in probability theory. Questions 2 and 3 test some basic
quantitative ability. In Questions 4–6 we test knowledge of (unconditional)
probabilities and in Question 7 of conditional probability, which is much
more difficult. The most interesting questions are 8–10 about prediction,
prediction intervals, and testing.

3 Basic quantitative knowledge and ability

We first ask the students about their background in probability and statistics.

Question 1: Did you follow and pass a probability or statistics course at
university level? If so, did you enjoy it?

Freq. Percent

(A) Yes, I followed such a course and I enjoyed it 80 23.5

(B) Yes, I followed such a course and I did not enjoy it 124 36.5

(C) No, I did not follow such a course 136 40.0

We see that 60% of the students received some instruction on probability
theory and statistics. Most did not enjoy it.

We next ask two questions on basic quantitative ability.

Question 2: The average annual salary for an employee at a university is
U4,000,000. This year, the management awards the following two bonuses to
every employee: an end-of-year bonus of U300,000 and an incentive bonus
equal to 10 percent of the employee’s salary. What is the average total bonus
received by employees?

Freq. Percent

(A) U300,000 1 0.3

(B) U400,000 15 4.4

(C) U700,000 322 94.7

(D) U1,000,000 2 0.6

The correct answer is 300, 000+400, 000 = 700, 000, and 95% of the students
got this right.

Question 3: An economist is studying the relationship between the weight of
a car, its reliability rating (the higher the rating, the more reliable), and the
annual cost of maintenance. The economist reports the following correlations:
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the correlation between the weight of a car and the car’s reliability rating
is −0.20; and the correlation between the weight of a car and the annual
maintenance cost is 0.40. Which of the following statements are true?

(1) Heavier cars tend to be more reliable,
(2) Heavier cars tend to be less reliable,
(3) Heavier cars tend to cost more to maintain,
(4) Car weight is related less strongly to its reliability than to its

maintenance cost.

Freq. Percent

(A) (1) only 2 0.6

(B) (2) only 8 2.3

(C) (1) and (3) 22 6.5

(D) (2), (3), and (4) 308 90.6

The first statement is incorrect, but the other three are correct, so that (D) is
the correct answer and 91% had it right. The large majority of the students
in our sample thus answered simple quantitative questions correctly, 95% for
Question 2 and 91% for Question 3. Still, 5-9% of the students failed to
answer even the simplest questions.

4 Unconditional probability

Next we asked three questions about basic (unconditional) probabilities.

Question 4: One die is tossed. What is the probability that the die will land
on a number that is smaller than or equal to 4?

Freq. Percent

(A) 1/4 0 0.0

(B) 1/3 1 0.3

(C) 1/2 10 2.9

(D) 2/3 329 96.8

Question 4 is an easy starting question about basic probabilities. There are
four “good” (1, 2, 3, 4) outcomes and two “bad” (5, 6) outcomes, and since
all are equally likely, the answer is 2/3. Almost all students (97%) got this
right.

One level more difficult is throwing with two dice.
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Question 5: You throw with two dice. Then you can throw any number
between 2 and 12. Now, you can throw 12 only by throwing six twice. Sim-
ilarly, you can throw 11 only by throwing 5 and 6 once each. Which of the
following is correct?

Freq. Percent

(A) The probability of throwing 11 is the same as

the probability of throwing 12 50 14.7

(B) The probability of throwing 11 is twice

the probability of throwing 12 285 83.8

(C) The probability of throwing 11 is three times

the probability of throwing 12 5 1.5

This is a famous question, because the celebrated German mathematician
Gottfried Wilhelm (von) Leibniz (1646–1716) maintained that it was equally
likely to throw twelve with two dice than to throw eleven, because “l’un et
l’autre ne ce peut faire que d’une seule manière” (one or the other can be
done in only one way).7 Leibniz’ error is remarkable as it came some sixty
years after the discoveries of Pascal and Fermat, which marked the birth of
probability theory. It demonstrates just how difficult the basic concepts in
probability theory are.

The correct answer is (B) because there are 36 equally likely outcomes,
of which one (6-6) yields 12 and two (5-6 and 6-5) yield 11. Most of the
students (84%) got this right, not because they were more clever than Leib-
niz but because basic probability theory has somehow sunk into “collective
consciousness”, at least to some extent.

Equally famous is the next question.

Question 6: You and your friend play a simple game with one die in a tea
house. If the outcome of the throw is even, you get 1 point; if it is odd, your
friend gets 1 point. Each of you puts U60 on the table, and the first to reach
3 points wins the game and gets the money. One day, at the score 2-1 in
your favor, the tea house burns down. You and your friend take the money
and run. Next day you meet again (in another tea house), but you don’t want
to continue the game. Instead you want to divide the money. How should
this be done?

7Letter from Leibniz to the Swiss philosopher and mathematician Louis Bourguet,
dated March 22, 1714.
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Freq. Percent

(A) Both you and friend get U60 153 45.0

(B) You get U80 and your friend gets U40 127 37.3

(C) You get U90 and your friend gets U30 54 15.9

(D) You get everything, your friend gets nothing 6 1.8

Pascal and Fermat corresponded about this question, and the problem was
resolved in Pascal (1665) by relating it to Pascal’s triangle. Almost one-half
of the students in our sample (46.8%) thought of this as an ethical or legal
problem, not as a probabilistic problem, so they answered (A) or (D) which
have no probabilistic basis. Our interest is in those who attempted a prob-
abilistic solution, so let’s concentrate on (B) and (C). The argument in (B)
seems to correspond to common sense: you won 2/3 of the games, so you get
2/3 of the money. The problem with this argument is that it is backward-
looking; it only considers the past. Pascal, on the other hand, considered the
future, arguing that, since three games had already been played, a maximum
of two more games needed to be played. These two games could end in two
losses for you (with probability 1/4), but in every other case you win the
money. So the probability that you win the match is 3/4, and this means
that (C) is the correct answer.8

In Question 6 we see for the first time a divergence between common
sense and probability theory: more than twice of the students preferred (B)
over (C). Even though the correct answer has been known for over 350 years
and the question should be an easy one in any introductory probability class,
common sense has not yet adjusted to probabilistic truth. Most people’s
intuition is simply wrong.

5 Conditional probability

Much more difficult than unconditional probabilities are conditional proba-
bilities.

Assume that each born child is equally likely to be a boy or a girl. If a family
has two children, then what is the probability that both are girls, if we know
that the youngest is a girl? And what is the probability, if we know that one
of them is a girl?

8Suppose the score is 2-1 in your favor but you need n (rather than 3) wins. The
probability pn of lifting the prize decreases monotonically from 3/4 (when n = 3) to 1/2
(when n → ∞). Hence there should be a value of n such that pn ≈ 2/3. In fact, p4 = 11/16
and p5 = 42/64, so that p5 < 2/3 < p4. So, somewhere between n = 4 and n = 5 looking
forwards or backwards leads to the same outcome.
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A simple question, but it has puzzled many. Let BG denote the case where
the oldest child is a boy and the youngest a girl, and similar for BB, GB,
and BG. Then the sample space (BB,BG,GB,GG) reduces to (BG,GG)
in the first case and it reduces to (BG,GB,GG) in the second case. Hence
the conditional probabilities are 1/2 and 1/3, respectively.

Similarly, the famous “Monty Hall” problem is a typical example of a counter-
intuitive probability puzzle.

There are three doors. Behind one door is a car, behind the other doors is a
goat. You pick a door (call it door A). You’re hoping for the car, but since
you know nothing the probability of success is 1/3. Monty Hall, the game
show host, examines the other two doors (B and C) and opens one with a
goat. (If both doors have goats, he picks randomly.) Now, do you stick with
door A (your original guess) or do you switch to the unopened door? Does it
matter?

The answer is that if you don’t switch the probability of winning the car is
1/3, and if you switch the probability is 2/3. The mystery about this puzzle
is that an extremely simple setup can cause such confusion, even with trained
quantitative people. The difficulty people have in getting conditional proba-
bilities right is quite well-known among behavioral scientists, and some have
argued that presenting information in frequencies (rather than in probabili-
ties), helps people to make the correct inference; see Gigrenzer and Edwards
(2003).

Here is another counter-intuitive example.

Question 7: You are worried about your mother’s health, and you are con-
vinced that she suffers from some rare disease you have been reading about.
So, your mother visits the doctor. The doctor is not convinced, but she agrees
to have a test done anyway. The disease your mother gets tested for is quite
rare, occurring in only one of every 10,000 people. If your mother has the
disease then there is a 99% probability that the test is positive. But if your
mother does not have the disease, then the test can also be positive; this
happens with a probability of 0.5%. After a few days the test result becomes
available. It is positive. What do you think is the probability that your mother
has the disease?

Freq. Percent

(A) Less than 2% 111 32.6

(B) About 40% 16 4.7

(C) About 70% 34 10.0

(D) At least 98% 179 52.7
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The right answer is (A) and 1/3 of the students got it right. The reasoning,
too complex for the untrained probabilist, proceeds as follows. Let A denote
the event that your mother has the disease and B the event that she tests
positive; and let A∗ denote the event that your mother doesn’t have the
disease and B∗ the event that she tests negative. Then,

Pr(A) = 0.0001, Pr(B|A) = 0.99, Pr(B|A∗) = 0.005.

This is all the information we have. The information suffices to obtain the
complete joint distribution (in percentages):

B B∗ marginal
A 0.00990 0.00010 0.01
A∗ 0.49995 99.49005 99.99
marginal 0.50985 99.49015 100.00

This gives

Pr(A|B) =
Pr(A,B)

Pr(B)
=

0.00990

0.50985
≈ 0.0194,

which is less than 2%. Question 7 is not just a probabilistic puzzle but
it has potentially serious practical consequences. Only one in three of our
respondents got it right. For the human mind it is counter-intuitive that if a
test has a 99% probability to be positive when the patient has the disease and
if the test turns out positive, then the probability that the patient actually
has the disease is less that 2%. Most people simply don’t believe it.

6 Prediction

So far, we have tested our respondents on their quantitative ability (Ques-
tions 1–3) and on their understanding of the basic laws of probability (Ques-
tions 4–6) and conditional probability (Question 7). We now turn to statis-
tics. There are many counter-intuitive results in statistics and we shall dis-
cuss three of them. Of these, our first question is perhaps the most counter-
intuitive.

Question 8: Suppose the Minister of Economics needs to forecast next year’s
inflation. He asks two well-known experts to advise him. The first expert
responds that there will be 1% inflation next year, and the second that there
will be 2% inflation. The two forecasts are published in the press so that
everybody knows about them. The minister then reflects. He realizes that the
two experts know each other and that they base their forecasts on the same
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(or very similar) data sets. Also, from past experience, the minister has more
trust in the second expert than the first. After considering the two forecasts
he declares the Ministry’s forecast to be 2.25%. What do you think of this?

Freq. Percent

(A) A forecast larger than 2% is certainly possible,

given the fact that the two experts know each other 57 16.8

(B) I would have expected a forecast between 1% and 2%.

Why does the minister ignore his advisors? 203 59.7

(C) Such a counter-intuitive forecast would only rarely

be reasonable 80 23.5

Let x1 and x2 be two uncorrelated observations with a common mean q and
variances σ2

1 and σ2
2, respectively. We wish to estimate q as an unbiased

estimator with the lowest variance (BUE). Hence,

q̂ = αx1 + (1− α)x2 (1)

with mean q and variance

var(q̂) = α2σ2
1 + (1− α)2σ2

2 = σ2
2

(
α2(1 + ω2)− 2α + 1

)
, (2)

where ω = σ1/σ2. The variance is minimized when α = 1/(1 + ω2), and we
obtain

q̂ =
x1 + ω2x2

1 + ω2
, var(q̂) =

ω2σ2
2

1 + ω2
. (3)

We note that estimated mean is in-between x1 and x2 and that its variance
is smaller than both σ2

1 and σ2
2. Adding information reduces the variance.

But now consider the same situation assuming that x1 and x2 are corre-
lated. Let cov(x1, x2) = ρσ1σ2, where ρ is the correlation coefficient. Again
we have q̂ = αx1 + (1 − α)x2, as in (1), with the same mean q but not the
same variance. In fact,

var(q̂) = α2σ2
1 + (1− α)2σ2

2 + 2α(1− α)ρσ1σ2

= σ2
2

(
α2(1− 2ρω + ω2)− 2α(1− ρω) + 1

)
, (4)

which is minimized when

α =
1− ρω

1− 2ρω + ω2
, (5)

so that α lies outside the [0, 1] interval if and only if min(ω, 1/ω) < ρ < 1.
The estimator takes the form

q̂ =
(1− ρω)x1 + ω(ω − ρ)x2

1− 2ρω + ω2
, (6)
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which agrees with (3) when ρ = 0. When x1 = 1 and x2 = 2, then q̂ = 2.25
if and only if ω2 − 6ρω + 5 = 0, which can only occur for 1 ≤ ω ≤ 5 and√
5/3 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, for example for ω = 3 and ρ = 7/9 ≈ 0.78; see Magnus and

Vasnev (2008, Appendix A) for further details and intuitions about this case.
We conclude that in the presence of positive autocorrelation it is perfectly

possible (even likely) that a combined forecast lies outside the bounds indi-
cated by the advisors. But, if the advisors’ forecasts are publicly available,
then it would take a courageous politician to go outside these bounds, and
the outcome of our experiment shows that the public would not understand
the rationale for such a deviation. Still, not going outside the bounds would
be bad policy and would lead to suboptimal forecasts.

7 Prediction intervals

When predicting, we are not only concerned with the prediction itself but
also with the reliability of the predictor. Here, we are faced with a puzzle for
which there is no easy answer, and where common sense and mathematical
rigor don’t seem to be in line, even for experts. The next case illustrates this
situation.

Question 9: Suppose the Minister of Economics needs to know the value
of some unknown quantity in order to formulate ministry policy. Let’s call
this quantity q. He consults an expert, who tells him that q = 10. The
expert cannot be entirely sure about this number, but she is confident that q
lies between 8 and 12. The minister then proceeds with policy based on this
information. After some time he thinks it wise to consult a second expert.
The second expert tells him that q = 30. This expert is not certain either,
but he is confident that q lies between 26 and 34. The minister believes
that the first expert is slightly more reliable than the second expert, but only
slightly. Based on this new information the minister decides to change q from
q = 10 (the old information) to q = 20 (the average of the old and the new
information). But how much confidence should the minister have in this new
number? Indicate below the range that the minister should feel quite confident
about. Tick only one box. The minister should be quite confident that:

Freq. Percent

(A) q lies between 19 and 21 15 4.4

(B) q lies between 15 and 25 62 18.2

(C) q lies between 11 and 29 89 26.2

(D) q lies between 8 and 34 174 51.2
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The problem here is a conflict between two pieces of information, which
happens frequently in practice. In Bayesian analysis, for example, the prior
and the sample information may deliver conflicting messages. In the normal
framework (normal prior, normal likelihood) this implies that the posterior
mean is somewhere in-between the mean of the prior and the mean of the
sample, which is reasonable. But it also implies that the posterior variance is
smaller than the variance of the prior and the variance of the sample. This
seems also reasonable because we have added information so that the preci-
sion should increase. But it is counter-intuitive (also for the professional),
because the conflicting information makes us less confident about the result:
more information leads to less confidence.

The example in Question 9 is frequentist rather than Bayesian, but the
idea is the same. We have two pieces of information, say x1 = 10 and
x2 = 30 with standard deviations which are approximately equal to σ1 = 1
and σ2 = 2. Then, if the two observations are uncorrelated, the average
x̄ = (x1 + x2)/2 has variance

var(x̄) =
σ2
1 + σ2

2

4
= 5/4. (7)

The standard deviation of x̄ is therefore
√
5/2 ≈ 1.12 and a reasonable

confidence interval for the unknown mean q would be 18 < q < 22.
More generally, allowing for different weights and for possible correlation,

we write again, as in (1), q̂ = αx1 + (1−α)x2 with mean q and variance (4).
The variance is minimized when α takes the value in (5), in which case the
estimator and its variance take the form

q̂ =
(1− ρω)x1 + ω(ω − ρ)x2

1− 2ρω + ω2
, var(q̂) =

(1− ρ2)ω2σ2
2

1− 2ρω + ω2
, (8)

which reduces to (3) when ρ = 0. In our case, we have x1 = 10, x2 = 30,
σ1 = 1, σ2 = 2, and ω = σ1/σ2 = 1/2, so that

q̂ =
35/2− 20ρ

5/4− ρ
, var(q̂) =

1− ρ2

5/4− ρ
. (9)

For ρ = 0 we find q̂ = 14 which is smaller than x̄ = 20 because the first
advisor is considered more reliable than the second, and var(q̂) = 4/5. Taking
correlation into account does not help to increase the variance, which achieves
a maximum var(q̂) = 1 at ρ = 1/2 and converges to zero as ρ → 1.

Hence, from a theoretical point of view the variance remains small, even
when we take correlation into account. This, however, does not correspond to
common sense, as is clear from our respondents. Only 4% found it reasonable
that q lies between 19 and 21, while the majority (51%) voted for q to lie
between 8 and 34.
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8 Testing

Testing hypotheses is another counter-intuitive enterprise. When we have an
idea that perhaps a statement S is true, then the natural and common sense
thing to do is to find many examples where S holds. But when we follow a
first course in Statistics we learn that a statistician does the opposite. The
statistician puts all effort into rejecting the hypothesis and only if they have
tried everything and from every angle and still the hypothesis is not rejected,
even then the statistician does not conclude that the hypothesis is true, but
only that it cannot be rejected.

Most trained statisticians are used to this and don’t find it counter-
intuitive any more, but for the average citizen it remains counter-intuitive,
even though we know since Popper (1962) that if we want to prove a state-
ment like All statisticians lie, then searching for more and more dishonest
statisticians may be useful in formulating the hypothesis but not in testing
it. In order to test the hypothesis we have to search for honest statisticians.
One honest statistician suffices to reject the hypothesis.

In the behavioral sciences most statements are not of the form “all A are
B” but rather “most A are B”. For example, we know that men run about
10% faster the women.9 But it is easy to find women who run faster than
men, and one counter-example does not refute the hypothesis. While the
Popperian approach does not work here, the testing theory in mathematical
statistics is unaffected. Unfortunately this testing theory is not in line with
common sense.

In daily life, most of us have no wish to challenge our beliefs; we prefer to
seek confirmation of our beliefs. We choose friends whose ideas agree with our
ideas and we read newspapers that promote views that we find sympathetic.
How many trained statisticians subscribe to newspapers that reflect views
with which they fundamentally disagree? From a statistical point of view
this would be the rational thing to do, but few of us actually do it.

Our final question illustrates this behavior.

Question 10: Suppose you are a high-school student in your final year; next
year you’ll be going to university. In choosing your field of study, you waver
between business economics (choice A) and Japanese literature (choice B).

Studying business economics (choice A) will give you a qualification that
will make you attractive to companies so you can obtain an amazing intern-
ship. It is also a great foundation for an MBA or a finance degree, or a

9The current world records are 9.58 sec versus 10.49 sec in the 100 meters (9.5%); 1
min 40.91 sec versus 1 min 53.28 sec in the 800 meters (12.3%); and 26 min 11.00 sec
versus 29 min 1.03 sec in the 10,000 meters (10.8%).
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degree in public policy. During your studies you’ll enjoy the problem-solving
and strategic thinking the discipline requires. After completing your stud-
ies it will be easy to find a job, and you will earn a good salary. A degree
in business economics will be useful if you wish to start your own business,
and it may help you become a successful investor. You will understand how
economies work: to understand economics is to understand how the world
works. You will be able to predict trends of businesses and economies based
on your knowledge rather than based only on what is reported in the media.
You’ll also develop an informed perspective on social and political issues.

Studying Japanese literature (choice B) will help you understand Japanese
history and culture. You will learn Japanese expressions that are not used in
daily life. Japanese literature is rich in history and tradition, and it offers a
vast array of genres, authors, and styles that you can explore. Your studies
will help you communicate in more meaningful and expressive ways, and
they will allow you to understand literature at a deeper level. Literature gives
us glimpses of other times, places, and lives that we will never experience
otherwise; it offers invaluable insights into what it means to be human. The
field offers unlimited directions for creative analysis and original work. After
completing your studies you may become a teacher of Japanese or possibly a
famous writer, and you will enjoy a richer intellectual life.

Now, what do you choose: A or B?

Most of the respondents (76%) chose for business economics, but this is not
really what interests us. After choosing A or B, the question continues:

Next I offer you some further advice. If you want advice in favor of A, click
A. If you want advice in favor of B, click B.

This second question does interest us. There is little point in asking positive
advice in favor of your preferred option, because this should not change
your decision. Asking advice favoring the opposite view might change your
decision, so this is the sensible thing to do. But this is not how people
behave. Apparently, they wish to be confirmed in their view and they are
not interested in listening to a deviating view. Of those who chose A in our
sample, 61% want advice in favor of A; and of those who chose B, 73% want
advice in favor of B.

Depending on their answer the advice would be revealed:

(if clicked A:) What will your parents think? They will see that you’re headed
towards a well-paying job, and this will make them happy.

(if clicked B:) What will your parents think? They will see that you’re headed
towards a rewarding life where you will enjoy your work,
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and this will make them happy.
Now, what do you choose: A or B?

Very few students changed their minds. Of those who chose business eco-
nomics and received affirmative advice, 99% chose business economics again;
the minority of students who asked confrontational advice still remained with
their original choice (94%). Of those who chose Japanese literature and re-
ceived affirmative advice, 97% chose Japanese literature again; the minority
of students who asked confrontational advice still remained with their origi-
nal choice (82%).

Steps 2 and 3 are then repeated.

I offer you some further (final) advice. Again, if you want advice in favor of
A, click A. If you want advice in favor of B, click B.

Of those who chose A, wanted advice about A and affirmed their choice A
after the advice (155 students), 66% chose to receive further advice on A
again. Of those who chose B, wanted advice about B and affirmed their
choice B after the advice (59 students), 71% chose to receive further advice
on B again. This is the largest group (214 students, 65% of the sample),
and they represent the people whose interest is in affirming their prior views.
They have no interest in the alternative and don’t want to put their idea to
the test.

At the other end of the scale are those who are willing to challenge their
prior ideas. Of those who chose A, wanted advice about B, and affirmed their
choice A after the advice (94 students), 55% chose to receive further advice
on B again. Of those who chose B, wanted advice about A and affirmed their
choice B after the advice (18 students), 33% chose to receive further advice
on A again. This means that 112 students (33% of the sample) behaved
rationally, following the ideas of statistical testing.

Only 14 students changed their choice after receiving advice: 4 changed
their mind in spite of affirming advice, but 10 were apparently convinced by
the argument in favor of the alternative. Of those 10 students, 7 behaved
rationally by challenging their latest choice again.

Depending on their answer the advice would then be revealed:

(if clicked A:) Studying business economics will help you become
a rational person.

(if clicked B:) Literature is the pinnacle of civilization — studying it
honors the very best humankind has to offer.

Now, what do you choose: A or B?
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Of the 257 students who chose A at the beginning, 246 (96%) chose A again
at the end; and of the 83 students who chose B at the beginning 78 (94%)
chose B again at the end.

9 Does it help to be trained in probability

theory?

Our respondents are part of a student data base, and therefore we know
something about them. We know, for example, whether they are male or
female, undergraduate or postgraduate, what their field of study is, and we
also know something about their “cognitive ability”.10 We now investigate
the relevance of these additional pieces of information.

Gender — Female versus male. In our sample about 60% of the respondents
followed a course in probability or statistics (Question 1), and this is roughly
the same for men and women: 62% for men versus 60% for women. But, of
those who followed such a course, men enjoyed it much more than women:
78% versus 50%. This explains, perhaps, why the men in our sample per-
formed better than the women. Of the easy questions (Questions 2–5), men
scored 93% and women 88%; while on the difficult questions (Questions 6–
10), men scored 33% and women 21%.

Undergraduates versus postgraduates. The undergraduates in our sample had
roughly the same exposure to a previous class in probability and statistics
as the postgraduates, and their enjoyment of such a class was also roughly
the same. Undergraduates performed slightly better than postgraduates:
92% versus 91% on the easy questions, and 29% versus 27% on the difficult
questions. In particular in Question 10 (testing), the undergraduates proved
themselves more rational than postgraduates.

Field of study. As discussed in Section 2, we distinguish between three fields
of study, labeled STE (Science, Technology, and Engineering; 40%), Med
(Medicine; 17%), and HS (Humanities and Social Science; 43%). Of the
Med students, 85% had followed some course in probability and statistics,
but only 24% of those had enjoyed the course. Of the STE students, fewer
students (65%) followed such a course but they enjoyed it more (49%). As
expected, the number of students in HS with a background in probability

10We also know whether a student is Japanese or foreign, but there are only 12 foreign
students in our sample — to small a number to draw conclusions.
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and statistics is relatively small (45%) and of those only 37% enjoyed the
course.

The lack of enjoyment among Med students is reflected in how well the
students performed in our survey. The STE students performed best, fol-
lowed by the Med students, and the HS students. On the easy questions
the STE students scored 95% (36% on the difficult questions), while the
scores for the Med students were 90% (25%) and for the HS students 89%
(22%). The difference between the three groups shows up most markedly in
the difficult questions.

Order of asking the questions. Not much difference is detected between the
two orderings. One might think that students would find “easy-to-difficult”
more congenial and therefore perform better than “difficult-to-easy”, but this
hypothesis is rejected: “easy-to-difficult” scored 57% while “difficult-to-easy”
scored 56%, and the difference is not statistically significant.

Cognitive ability. Most students in the data base have been subjected to
a six-question cognitive reflection test, where the first three questions are
taken from Finucane and Gullion (2010) and the last three from Toplak et
al. (2014); see also Frederick (2005). The score CRT is the number of correct
answers: 0 ≤ CRT ≤ 6. For example, one question from the first group is:

Soup and salad cost 5.50 euros in total. The soup costs 5 euros more than
the salad. How much does the salad cost (in euros)?

and one question from the second group:

If John can drink one barrel of water in 6 days, and Mary can drink one
barrel of water in 12 days, how long would it take them to drink one barrel
of water together (in days)?

The correct answer for the first question is 0.25 euro, but the intuitive answer
is 0.50 euro; while for the second question the correct answer is 4 days and
the intuitive answer 9 days.

The CRT score is, not surprisingly, highly correlated to Question 1. Of those
with a high CRT score (CRT = 6), 62% followed an earlier probability and
statistics course, while of those with a lower score (CRT ≤ 4) only 49%
followed such a course. The CRT score is also positively correlated with the
performance on our test, and this is especially true for the easy questions
(Questions 1–4). Those who got all four questions right have a score of
CRT = 5.5, which suggests that a correct solution to the easy questions is
affected by prior education and field of study, but that difficult questions are
difficult regardless of the respondents’ background and cognitive ability.
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10 Conclusion

The fact that probability, especially conditional probability, is difficult is
well-known. In the current paper we concentrated on statistics rather than
on probability, and we asked the following two questions. First, why are
probability theory and statistics perceived as particularly difficult? Is it their
short history (perhaps using a Darwinian argument), morphic resonance, lack
of exposure through education? Second, are there common situations where
theoretical results are counter-intuitive for all but the best-trained of us, that
is, do statistics and common sense diverge, and if so, to what degree?

Let’s start with the second question. Yes, statistics and common sense
often diverge. We have seen that “easy” probabilistic questions can now be
solved even by students without any background in probability and statistics.
So, these untrained students can solve problems that puzzled Pascal and Leib-
niz, presumably because this knowledge has somehow sunk into “collective
consciousness”. In contrast, “difficult” questions remain difficult regardless
of the respondents’ background and cognitive ability. Casual observation and
a little introspection seems to confirm this. It is unlikely that an academic
with at least some quantitative background will make a mistake in some sim-
ple arithmetic exercise, say 321 × 123. But the same academic is not going
to be equally confident about a simple question in probability or statistics,
such as the question about the family with two children in Section 5. In
our statistical questions 8–10 the lack of statistical understanding is quite
remarkable. In particular, the concept of statistical testing in Section 8 re-
mains a mystery for most of our respondents. They seek confirmation rather
than allowing their view to be challenged. Even properly trained quantitative
students don’t understand some of the basic ideas of estimation and testing
theory, and their intuition is often contrary to statistical theory.

The first question is more difficult. Why is statistics so difficult? Maybe
because it has such a short history, maybe because we don’t (or hardly) learn
it at school or from our parents, maybe because it requires a way of thinking
that is alien to the human mind.

A proper understanding of risk, probability, and tests is getting increas-
ingly important in our society, and a lack of understanding can be quite
dangerous. Since we cannot change the history of our field or the human
mind, there is only one way to increase the understanding of random vari-
ables and statistics, and that is by introducing children to it at a young age.
And there is only one way of achieving this, and that is to provide some
serious probability and statistics teaching to their teachers.
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